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Unique complex in Konyaalti (Antalya)
Antalya
Konut Türü
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1
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June 19, 2020

Açıklama
This is a unique complex, which occupies a prominent place in the Konyalti region. In 2012, he received an award for the best
project of the year. Building

∀ During the construction, safe materials were used, as well as the Foundation and buildings

designed in accordance with the requirements of seismic safety

∀ Concrete of class C30 is used in the building frame

∀ Used

hollow polystyrene foam class B1 (EPS) ∀ When laying walls, concrete blocks and bricks were used, necessary coatings were made
∀ Double-glazed windows REHAU Euro 70 DESİGN, 4 + 16 + 4 mm
Complex infrastructure

∀ Electric aluminum roller shutters and motor brand SOMFY

∀ Garden and gazebos were designed by landscape designers as part of the project concept

pool, Children's pool, Terrace for sunbathing, fitness center, walkways and lawns

∀

∀ Outdoor

Transport and pedestrian roads in the

complex are made with a foundation, sewer and drainage systems, as well as insulation systems in the garden, have been
completed. Materials used ∀ Entrance steel door of the DORTEK brand ∀ Lacquered coating of interior doors of the brand DORTEK
∀ Wall painting - water-based satin paint ∀ False ceilings, spot lighting, emulsion paint ∀ Imported laminated parquet on the floor
in the rooms

∀

Porcelain tile, tile 60 * 60 (Entrance, corridor, balconies)

∀

плиткаANAKKALE ceramic tiles are used in the

bathrooms and the kitchen ∀ VİTRA wall hung toilet ∀ Shower tray brand VİTRA ∀ Furniture in the VİTRA brand bathroom ∀ Towe
dryer brand ARTEMA ∀ Built-in kitchen brand LİNEA DECOR ∀ Worktop in the kitchen of the brand CORİAN ∀ Cooker, range hood,
oven, dishwasher, microwave FRANKE ∀ Trash bin, sink Heating and cooling system ∀ Gas boilers were used to heat the complex
using natural gas

∀ Radiators of the brand BAYMAK

Conditioners brand DAIKIN Plumbing
PILSA

∀ Electric water heater brand BAYMAK

∀ Water for general use is supplied from an underground well

∀ Each unit of the complex has its own hydrophore and a water purification system Electricity

∀ Solar batteries brand EZİNÇ
∀ Used water pipes brand
∀ A generator is installed in

the complex in case of a power outage, sufficient to illuminate the surrounding area, parking, public premises and apartments ∀
Photo lighting is used in common areas ∀ All indoor areas use spot lighting ∀ In all rooms used switches and sockets of the VİKO
NEVA series ∀ Grounding is done in all buildings of the complex Elevators ∀ Each block has 1 elevator with glass doors and touch
buttons Parking ∀ For each apartment allocated 1 parking space in the underground parking ∀ From each apartment it is possible
to go to the parking lot by elevator
installed in the underground parking

∀ An underground ventilation system is provided
∀ Indoor parking provides emergency lighting

∀ Fire detection and extinguishing system

∀ For cars of guests of the complex provides

outdoor parking Security ∀ Professional security system ∀ Video surveillance system at the entrance and throughout the complex ∀
Video intercom Contacts ∀ In each apartment 2 external telephone lines ∀ In each apartment, wiring is done under the Internet ∀
Each apartment has satellite TV • A system of calls between apartments in the complex
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